Attend the TCG Seminar and Demonstration Showcase at the RSA Conference 2015

Do I know you, can I trust you? While the concept of trust and its role in security are widely accepted now in enterprise computing, near-revolutionary changes to how we get, use and share data have created entirely new classes of unprotected devices, networks and data. TCG’s session, Should We Trust Mobile Computing, IoT and the Cloud? No, But There Are Solutions on Monday, April 20, 2015 from 9:00am – 1:00pm will address these new issues, as well as take a look at the state of security and trust in traditional enterprise computing.

Join Paul Roberts, SecurityLedger.com; Rich Nass, Embedded Computing; Darin Anderson, CyberUnited; and Jai Vijayan, technology editor and writer for lively discussion with enterprise users and experts.

Attendees will also be able to experience hands-on live demonstrations on mobile, embedded, IoT and enterprise security for ideas on using available tools and technologies for security, as well as emerging ways to leverage trust.

TCG members may use the Registration Code 1U5TCGXPO for a complimentary Explorer Expo pass. Don't forget to also register to attend the TCG session!

TCG Sponsors Storage Visions 2015

TCG will once again be an association and bronze sponsor of this year’s Storage Visions 2015 taking place January 4 – 5, 2015 in Las Vegas. This two-day conference will feature keynotes, sessions, and exhibits on consumer electronics, media and entertainment, enterprise storage suppliers and customers, storage device manufacturers, storage system builders, and storage users.
TCG members Micron, Samsung, Wave Systems and WinMagic will show attendees in Booth 209 how self-encrypting drives can manage and protect valuable content using always-on encryption in all kinds of storage formats. TCG members will also discuss and debate security issues in a panel session. For a complete listing of speaking opportunities, visit the Storage Visions page.

Register by December 26th to attend this event and also receive exhibitor registration for CES.

Japan Regional Forum (JRF) Workshop

TCG's Japan Regional Forum (JRF) held its 6th annual Workshop on Wednesday, December 3, 2014 at Akihabara UDX in Tokyo.

This workshop provided over 80 registered attendees the opportunity to learn about the current situation of cyber security in Japan and other countries and operation of IT infrastructure. The program included a panel session of speakers including Takashi Manabe, Japan Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center (JPCERT/CC), Masafumi Oe, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ), Ariyasu Suzaki, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) and Atsuo Inomata, Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST).

View all the latest details from the 6th annual Workshop.

TCG Publishes ‘Where Trust Begins’ Infographic

Looking for key stats on why trusted computing is important and the role TCG plays in building the start of trust in your IT systems. View the latest TCG infographic on Protecting the Connected Ecosystem. For more details on the benefits and usage of TPM 2.0, view the Protecting your Data Infographic.

Draft Committee Specifications for Public Review

TCG TPM 2.0 Library Profile for Automotive-Thin
TSS Feature API Specification

Published TCG Specifications

TCG EK Credential Profile for TPM Family 2.0
Trusted Platform Module Library Specification, Family "2.0"
TNC IF-MAP Metadata for ICS Security, Version 1.0
TNC IF-JMV Specification, Version 1.4
TNC Endpoint Compliance Profile Specification, Version 1.0

Member Recognition and Special Thanks

Specification Recognition
The TCG would like to extend a special thank you to the editors and key contributors of published specifications in 2014:
Leonid Baryudin | Eric Byres | Michael Donovan | Steve Hanna
Richard Hill | Guerney Hunt | Clifford Kahn | Lisa Lorenzin
David Mattes | Ira McDonald | Dmitry Obukhov | Steve Venema
Arne Welzel

10-Year Dedication and Leadership Recognition
The TCG would like to extend a very special appreciation and thanks to
Niall O'Donoghue and Janne Uusilehto of Microsoft for their years of service and dedication to the organization serving as the Mobile Platform Chairmen. Thank you, Niall and Janne!

With its focus on professionals and growing number of discussion groups, LinkedIn is a great tool for sharing information, discussing topics and how-tos, and getting feedback on the industry. Click here to Join us!

Stay tuned information regarding the upcoming BYOD webcast set to take place in early 2015. Decrypt This: Professional-Grade Encryption for the Average Person Read More >

The Fundamentals of FDE: Comparing the Top Full Disk Encryption Products Read More >
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